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November 21-24, the Historic Stage — 
premiere of a new production of Giselle mu-
sic by Adolphe Adam, libretto by Theophile 
Gautier and Jean-Henry Saint-Georges.  
One of the most famous choreographers 
of our time Alexei Ratmansky presented a 
new version of the ballet (original chore-
ography by Jean Coralli, Jules Perrot, Mar-
ius Petipa.) 

One of the most important ballets of 
the Romantic era was created in 1841 for 
ballerina Carlotta Grisi and has been per-
formed at the Bolshoi since 1843 in vari-
ous versions — By Didier, Blasis, Reising-
er, Bogdanov, Mendes, Gorsky, Lavrovsky, 
Vasiliev and Grigorovich.

Music Director — Pavel Klinichev. Set 
and Costume Design by Robert Perdzi-
ola (with the use of Alexandre Benois’ 
sketches);

Lighting Designer: Mark Stanely
“Giselle is one of the main ballets in 

our repertoire,” Ratmansky says. “And it 
is relatively well preserved. Yet when the 
ballet has lived for about two centuries it 
changes inevitably so some things which 
were important for its creators were lost. 
Even concerning the choreography it is 
hard to say today what belongs to Perrot 
or Coralli and what was added later by 
Saint-Léon and Petipa.” 

Giselle — Ekaterina Krysanova, Anna Nikulina,
and Count Albrecht — Artem Ovcharenko, Jacopo Tissi.

Photo by Natalia Voronova. And Fatima Okhtova (below)

Olga Smirnova as Giselle, Artemy Belyakov
as Count Albrecht (photo by Damir Yusupov)

The ballet has never left the Bolshoi stage for long and its title 
role graced the repertoire of virtually all leading ballerinas of the 
company. During last century it was performed by Marina Semyono-
va, Galina Ulanova, Marina Kondratieva, Ekaterina Maximova, Nata-
lia Bessmertnova, Lyudmila Semenyaka.

Main roles on the premiere day, November 21, performed by:
Giselle — Olga Smirnova
Count Albrecht — Artemy Belyakov
Berthe — Anna Antropova
Hans — Erick Swolkin
Duke — Alexei Loparevich
Bathilde — Nelli Kobakhidze
Myrtha — Angelina Vlashinets
and others. 
Other days: Giselle — Ekaterina Krysanova, Anna Nikulina
Count Albrecht — Artem Ovcharenko, Jacopo Tissi
Berthe — Lyudmila Semenyaka, Anastasia Vinokur
Hans — Dmitry Dorokhov, Anton Savichev
Duke — Victor Barykin, Alexander Fadeyechev

https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/performances/7095/
https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/persons/people/368/
https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/persons/people/45522/
https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/persons/people/45522/
https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/persons/people/786000/
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Russia-Kultura channel video reports

Bathilde — Anastasia Meskova, Anna Balukova
Myrtha — Ekaterina Shipulina, Alyona Kovalyova.
Cast details
Conductor — Pavel Klinichev.
Video of curtain calls after the performance on No-

vember 21 on Katerina Novikova FB page.
The world audience will be able to see the ballet 

Giselle in cinemas in a live screening from the Historic 
Stage on January 26, 2020. See the live screening details 
on our partners’ websites. 

TheatreHD in Russia
Pathé Live (in Russia and worldwide)

November 21, 2019 — February 10, 2020, the Historic 
Foyer — an exhibition Faces of Giselle to mark the 175th 
anniversary of the ballet’s first performance at the 
Bolshoi. 

The exhibits include photos of performers of the 
title roles of the ballet since the middle of the 19th cen-
tury till now at the Bolshoi as well as the costumes of 
Mikhail Lavrovsky, Vladimir Vasiliev, Vyacheslav Gordeev 
as Albrecht and the costume of Ekaterina Maximova as 
Giselle in the production of 1955.

November 23, Zaryadye Concert Hall — the Bolshoi 
Choir and Orchestra performed Ivan the Terrible by 
Prokofiev. The performance was accompanied by frag-
ments of the film by Sergei Eisenstein (1945). Conduc-
tor — Tugan Sokhiev Chorus Master — Valery Borisov.

Soloists: Agunda Kulaeva (mezzo soprano), Yuri 
Syrov (bass baritone), narrator (Tsar) — Pyotr Markin.

Ivan the Terrible on Stage and on Screen, — see 
more.

Ivan the Terrible on Zaryadye Concert Hall website 

December 5, The New Stage — premiere of one of 
the greatest masterpieces of Baroque era — the three-
act opera by Henry Purcell Dido and Aeneas, libretto by 
Nahum Tate based on Book IV of Virgil’s Aeneid. Pro-
logue by Maylis de Kerangal.

The opera is the third co-production by the Bolshoi 
and Aix-en-Provence International Opera Festival (Fra-
ce). The premiere was at the festival on July 7, 2018. 

Conductor — Christopher Moulds. 
Director — Vincent Huguet. 
Set Designer — Aurélie Maestre. 
Costume Designer — Caroline de Vivaise 
Lighting Designer — Bertrand Couderc
Chief Chorus Master — Valery Borisov.

https://tvkultura.ru/article/show/article_id/353027
https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/performances/7095/roles/#20191121190000
https://www.facebook.com/katerina.novikova.9/videos/10218441048991030/
https://www.theatrehd.ru/en/moscow/films/giselle-20
https://www.pathelive.com/giselle-19-20
https://www.bolshoi.ru/about/press/articles/announce/concert-2019-11-23/
https://zaryadyehall.com/afisha/klassika/orkestr-i-khor-bolshogo-teatra-rossii-kinokontsert-ivan-groznyy/
https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/performances/7097/
https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/persons/orchestra/1314/
https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/persons/people/3865/
https://www.bolshoi.ru/persons/people/3866/
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November 12 and 13, the Historic Stage — Swan 
Lake by Tchaikovsky in the 2001 version choreographed 
by Yuri Grigorovitch (Scenes in choreography by Marius 
Petipa, Lev Ivanov, Alexander Gorsky used).

November 12, the Historic Stage — the Bolshoi gen-
eral sponsor BMW company celebrated their 20 years in 
Russia. BMW invited their key Moscow clients, Russian 
regional dealers and all company workers to Swan Lake.

Student tickets to the performance were given by 
the BMW company to the students of Moscow Ballet 
Academy.

As a part of their successful 15-year collaboration in 
summer 2019 BMW company and the Bolshoi held the sec-
ond international festival BMW Opera Without Borders.

Events
National Artist of the USSR, famous Soviet and 

Russian composer, author of the most popular and be-
loved songs for several generations of Russians Alexan-
dra Pakhmutova gave a concert to celebrate her 90th 
birthday at the Bolshoi Historic Stage. 

Alexandra Pakhmutova at her jubilee concert
at the Bolshoi Historic Stage.

Photo by Mikhail Klimentiev/RIA Novosti

Svetlana Zakharova as Odette/Odile and Denis Rodkin
as Prince Siegfried in Swan Lake. Photo from the poster 

Bolshoi Ballet in Japan Tour-2017/© Japan Arts

Vincent Huguet and Christopher Moulds, music director,
at the opera rehearsal st the Bolshoi.

Photo by Damir Yusupov

Performance in English with Russian subtitles.
Also on December 6, 7 (12:00 and 19:00), 8 (14:00) .
Dido and Aeneas on director Vincent Huguet’s web-

site

Russian President Vladimir Putin attended the 
concert. He came on stage with flowers, congratulated 
the composer and announced that she was being given 
the highest Russian award — the order of Andrew the 
Apostle the First-Called. 

The live stream of Alexandra Pakhmutova concert 
by Rossia-1 TV channel, is available on YouTube (2:35’32’’)

Hundreds of media covered the event.

https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/performances/36/
https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/performances/36/
https://www.bmw.ru/ru/topics/fascination-bmw/opera_for_all_2019.html
https://www.gazeta.ru/culture/photo/putin_pozdravil_pahmutovu_s_yubileem.shtml
https://vincenthuguet.com/opera/dido-aeneas/
https://vincenthuguet.com/opera/dido-aeneas/
https://russia.tv/brand/show/brand_id/64423
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YOKYx9ee_oU
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The video recording of BMW Opera Without Bor-
ders-2019 on July 7, 2019.

Cast
Conductor — Pavel Klinichev.
Next time the ballet will be performed this season 

will be on January 31, 2020.
On February 23, 2020, the live screening of the bal-

let from the Historic Stage will be available to global au-
diences within the project Bolshoi In Cinema-2019/2020.

See more about Swan Lake and its stage version by 
Yuri Grigorovitch

November 28, 29, 30, and December 1, the Historic 
Stage — The Queen of Spades by Tchaikovsky, libretto 
by Modest Tchaikovsky after the short story of the same 
name by Alexander Pushkin.

Performance details
Casts
Conductor — Tugan Sokhiev (all days). This production, the Bolshoi’s tribute to one of the 

major composers of the 20th century, was made by an 
international team: the last of seven completed operas 
by the composer was staged by the founder and artistic 
director of Gesher Theatre (Tel-Aviv) Evgeny Arye, 

Set Designer — Simon Pastukh, 
Costume Designer — Galina Solovyova.
Conductor (all November performances) — Music 

Director of the opera The Idiot, Music Director of Polska 
Radio Orchestra Michał Klauza.

See more about the opera and the history of its pro-
ductions at the Bolshoi

Casts
A video about the premiere at the Bolshoi on Febru-

ary 12, 2017, on the Bolshoi YouTube channel.

A press conference timed to the Year of Mieczysław 
Weinberg announced for the 100th anniversary of the 
birth of the composer was held in the Winter Garden 
of the New Stage on November 12.

The Bolshoi director general Vladimir Urin, chief 
editor of Muzykalnoe Obozrenie newspaper and cura-
tor of the Year of Mieczysław Weinberg Andrei Ustinov, 
director of the National Art Studies Institute Natalia 
Sipovskaya, the head of the expert group of Adam Mick-
iewicz Institute in Warsaw Alexander Laskovsky, Music 
Director of Mieczysław Weinberg’s opera The Idiot at 
the Bolshoi maestro Michal Klauza, head of the Bolshoi 
press office Katerina Novikova took part in the press 
conference. 

See more
Press-release (*.pdf)
An exhibition dedicated to the composer was held 

in the foyer of the New Stage.

A chamber music concert in commemoration of the 
100th anniversary of the birth of Mieczysław Weinberg 

Eduard Martynyuk, Oleg Dolgov as Hermann,
Maria Lobanova, Anna Nechaeva as Liza

(photo by Dmitry Yusupov). — The Queen of Spades
at the Historic Stage on November 28 – December 1

Mieczysław Weinberg and Alexandra Pakhmutova.
Photo / Muzykalnoe Obozrenie

In 2019 the world marks the anniversary of the out-
standing Soviet composer and pianist, National Artist 
of the Russian Federation, laureate of the State Prize of 
the USSR Mieczysław Weinberg.

November 14, 15, 16, 17 (14:00), the New Stage — opera 
by Mieczysław Weinberg The Idiot based on the name-
sake novel by Dostoevsky. The premiere was on February 
12, 2017. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c8dFsw9tVfs
https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/performances/36/roles/#20191113190000
https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/performances/36/details/
https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/performances/36/details/
https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/performances/2997/
https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/performances/2997/details/
https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/performances/2997/roles/#20191128190000
https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/persons/people/3535/
https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/persons/people/498/
https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/persons/people/537/
https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/performances/1022/details/
https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/performances/1022/details/
https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/performances/1022/roles/#20191114190000
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=59QfEzwuLrU
https://www.bolshoi.ru/about/press/articles/confirence/2019-11-12/
https://www.bolshoi.ru/upload/medialibrary/0d6/0d68792e98d98ed7c563ad4e09e88b1e.pdf
https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/performances/11002/
https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/performances/11002/
https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/performances/2997/
https://www.bolshoi.ru/performances/1022/
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was held on November 24 at Beethoven Hall — Bolshoi 
soloists played the composer’s String Quartet No. 4 and 
works by Johannes Brahms.

On December 10 there will be a concert by the 
Bolshoi Chamber orchestra In Commemoration of Miec-
zysław Weinberg 100th Anniversary

Conductor - Mikhail Tsinman.

November 19 an 20, the New Stage — The ballet by 
Jean-Christophe Maillot Taming of the Shrew to music 
by Dmitri Shostakovich..

Set Designer: Ernest Pignon-Ernest. 
Costume Designer: Augustin Maillot.
Lighting and Video Projection: Dominique Drillot.
Dramatist: Jean Rouaud. 
The world premiere of The Taming of the Shrew 

was on July 4, 2014, at the New Stage and brought the 
Bolshoi three Golden Masks. 

Performance details 
Music Director — Igor Dronov.

Performance details
Casts
Conductors — Tugan Sokhiev (November 22, mati-

nee performances on November 23-26), Alexei Verescha-
gin (evening performance on November 23)

See more about November debuts
A video (2’25’’) of Il Barbiere di Siviglia rehearsals of 

2018 on the Bolshoi upper stage

Kristina Kretova as Katharina, Denis Savin as Petruchio. 
Photo/Instagram of the ballerina 

Hulkar Sabirova as Rosina, Il Barbiere di Siviglia
by Gioachino Rossini at the New Stage.

Photo by Yuri Bogomaz

Anatoly Knorre, Vera Dulova, Lev Oborin,
Dmitri Shostakovich, Berlin, 1927. Photo / Our Heritage

November 22, 23 (12:00 and 19:00) and 24, 25, 26, the 
New Stage — Il Barbiere di Siviglia by Gioachino Rossini, 
libretto by Cesare Sterbini after the comedy of the same 
name by Pierre-Augustin de Beaumarchais 

The premiere of Evgеny Pisarev‘s production was 
on November 3, 2018. 

Conductor — Pier Giorgio Morandi. 
Set Designer — Zinovy Margolin. 
Costume Designer — Olga Shaishmelashvili.

November 16 (15:00), Beethoven Hall — a concert of 
children’s music by Prokofiev Peter and the Wolf and 
Other Musical Stories. Participants — Elmira Kara-
khanova of the Bolshoi YOP, Anastasia Lerman, Narra-
tor — Evgeni Redko. The Bolshoi Chamber orchestra.

See more

November 17 — the Bolshoi Orchestra harpists сon-
cert Homage to Vera Dulova.

The Bolshoi Chamber Orchestra, conductor — An-
ton Grishanin.

https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/performances/88901/
https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/performances/88901/
https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/persons/people/2705/
https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/performances/714/
https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/persons/people/2706/
https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/persons/people/2709/
https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/persons/people/2708/
https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/persons/people/2710/
https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/performances/714/details/
https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/performances/7035/details/
https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/performances/7035/roles/#20191122190000
https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/performances/7035/roles/#20191122190000
https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/performances/7035/roles/#20191122190000
https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/about/press/articles/announce/5494/?sphrase_id=88403
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LUiDoQWHaEk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LUiDoQWHaEk
https://www.instagram.com/p/B5Cxet5IX5N/ 
http://www.nasledie-rus.ru/podshivka/7923.php
https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/performances/7035/
https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/persons/people/2815/
https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/persons/orchestra/3724/
https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/persons/people/1289/
https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/persons/people/3746/
https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/performances/2983/
https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/performances/2983/
https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/persons/opera/3752/ 
https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/persons/opera/3752/ 
https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/persons/opera/3826/
https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/about/press/articles/beethovenhall/petya-2017-10/
https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/performances/11000/
https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/performances/11000/
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November 22, Beethoven Hall — a concert of the 
Bolshoi Youth Opera Program Evening of German Vocal 
Music. Joseph Haydn. Franz Schubert.

December 8, the Historic Stage — a gala of the 
Bolshoi YOP members and graduates Ten Years of the 
Bolshoi Theatre Youth Opera Program

Conductor — Alexander Sladkovsky.
There will be arias, quartets and scenes from operas 

by Rimsky-Korsakov, Stravinsky, Tchaikovsky, Bizet, De-
libes, Massenet, Mozart, Puccini, Rossini and others.

Head of the Bolshoi YOP Dmitry Vdovin and its members

Vadim Volkov (on the left)
with the winners of Voci Olimpiche 

Photo of the ballerina on Instagram 

Victoria Karkachyova (second on the left) among
the winners of the 18th Concorso Lirico Internazionale 

Ottavio Ziino, Rome Teatro di Villa Torponia, November 17. 
Photo/Concorso Lirico Internazionale Ottavio Ziino

The Bolshoi YOP member (2017-2019) Victoria Kark-
achyova (mezzo soprano) — the winner of the 2nd prize 
in the 18th Concorso Lirico Internazionale Ottavio Ziino.

The vocal contest was held in Rome on November 
15-17. The 1st prize of the prestigious contest was given 
to Italian soprano Francesca Benitez, the 3rd prize — 
to Georgian Natia Ivanishvili.

The recording of the contest finalists’ gala in Te-
atro Torponia on November 17 is available via the link 
on Facebook (3:20’48’’).

The Bolshoi Youth Opera Program member (2016-
2018) countertenor Vadim Volkov took part in the joint 
project of the YOP and Cantata Lab.Scenic Studies in 
2018 performing cantatas by Vivaldi and Handel, he 
performs the part of the Countertenor in the Nureyev 
ballet by Ilya Demutsky; the winner of the first Baroque 
Opera Competition Voci Olimpiche, held at Teatro Ol-
impico in Vicenza on November 1-7, 2019. The competi-
tion initiator — Andrea Marcon.

The contest winners are given a monetary reward 
and take part in the whole production process of Alcina 
by Handel (April 6-21, 2020). Vadim Volkov will appear in 
the production as Rugero.

On November 21, in Kremlin, the Bolshoi Ballet so-
loist Svetlana Zakharova, among other culture profes-
sionals, receives the order For Merit of the Fatherland, 
IV grade, TASS reports.

https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/performances/11001/
https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/performances/11001/
https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/performances/BTYOP-cjncert-2019/
https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/performances/BTYOP-cjncert-2019/
https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/performances/BTYOP-cjncert-2019/
https://www.quartettovicenza.org/it/voci-olimpiche/ 
https://www.instagram.com/p/B5I4fJVIpZX/ 
https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/persons/people/3543/
https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/persons/people/3543/
http://www.cantarelopera.com/farsi-conoscere/concorsi-p/18-concorso-lirico-internazionale-ottavio-ziino-roma-2019.php
https://www.facebook.com/ilvillaggiodellamusica/videos/1794327094207577/
https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/persons/people/3205/
https://www.quartettovicenza.org/it/voci-olimpiche/
https://www.quartettovicenza.org/it/voci-olimpiche/
https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/persons/orchestra/3594/
https://tass.ru/kultura/7174439
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In her interview to Izvestia Svetlana Zakharova said 
that it was a special day for her.

“Of course, every award is unexpected, and at the 
same time it is a somewhat well-formed decision: I have 
represented my country worldwide a lot recently, from 
the opening of Olympic Games in Sochi to foreign tours. 
To serve Russia, my people, to represent my country at 
the international level is always a huge responsibility,” 
she added.

November 26 and 27, the Historic Stage — the pro-
gramme Modanse by the Bolshoi prima ballerina Svet-
lana Zakharova.

The premiere was on June 22 and 23, 2019. The 
programme consists of two one-act ballets — Come un 
Respiro to music by Georg Friedrich Händel, choreogra-
phy by Mauro Bigonzetti, and Gabrielle Chanel to music 
by Ilya Demutsky, choreography by Yuri Possokhov...

Leading soloists of the Bolshoi Ballet take part in 
Gabrielle Chanel.

Casts

The Bolshoi Ballet leading soloist Jacopo Tissi was 
given the Russian Rome Award. The ceremony took place 
in Dante Hall of Palazzo Poli in Rome. The award is giv-
en to those helping to promote Russian culture abroad.

Along with bestowing the Russian Rome Award, 
the namesake festival was held in Italian capital for the 
third time with culture professionals from 25 countries 
participating. 

 Dancing Times (November, Margaret Willis) chose 
Jacopo Tissi as their Dancer of the Month. “In 2018 the 
charming Jacopo Tissi became the first Italian to join 
the Bolshoi Ballet and he has been enjoying the public-
ity from his fellow countrymen as well as the interest 
and scrutiny from Moscow’s ballet intelligentsia! About 
Makhar Vaziev he says: “He was very good for me and 
I’m very grateful for his guidance as a teacher and men-
tor. My level of dancing went up, so it was a great shock 
to me when, in 2016, he was leaving La Scala to take over 
at director of the Bolshoi Ballet.” About living in Moscow 
he says: ”There are so many good things here in my life 
in Moscow that make me very happy.”

TASS
Rossiiskaya Gazeta
Argumenty i Fakty
Komsomolskaya Pravda
and other sources.

National Artist of the USSR Lyudmila Semenya-
ka — laureate of the Ballet Legend Prize of the 4th 
Musical Theatres Festival See the Music which ended 
with a gala night at Beethoven Hall of the Bolshoi on 
November 11.

ORT TV channel 
Muzykalnaya Zhizn
ArtMoskovia

Vadim Volkov (on the left)
with the winners of Voci Olimpiche 

On November 22 the Bolshoi director general Vla-
dimir Urin was the guest of Skolkovo Business School. 
The topic of the meeting was the role of theatre art in the 
contemporary world, its role as an educational and eco-
nomical resource. The head of the Bolshoi answered the 
questions: What are the most effective ways of team man-
agement in a creative community? Why only very commit-
ted people should work at a theatre? What are the tasks 
of the Bolshoi today? 

Moderator of the meeting — Mikhail Kusnirovich, 
chairman of the supervisory committee of the Bosco di 
Ciliegi group of companies, co-founder and partner of 
Moscow Management School Skolkovo. From the busi-
ness school side graduates and students of Moscow Man-
agement School Skolkovo were invited as well as compa-
ny owners and top managers. The event was free upon 
registration.

Live record of the meeting is available on Facebook

A meeting with the Bolshoi director general
took place at Skolkovo business school on November 22

The screening of the ballet Le Corsaire by Adolphe 
Adam (choreography by Marius Petipa, revival and new 
choreography by Alexei Ratmansky, Yuri Burlaka) start-
ed from November 17. The Bolshoi Theatre of Russia to-
gether with Pathé Live and Bel Air Media continues their 
10th jubilee season of their project Bolshoi In Cinema.

Recording of October 22, 2017

https://iz.ru/946021/dmitrii-laru-andrei-tumanov/ordena-pochetnym-za-chto-prezident-nagradil-vydaiushchikhsia-grazhdan-rossii
https://www.bolshoi.ru/performances/77661/
https://www.bolshoi.ru/performances/77661/
https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/persons/ballet/3575/
https://tass.ru/kultura/7095519
https://rg.ru/2019/11/08/v-italii-obiavili-laureatov-festivalia-russkij-rim-2019.html
https://aif.ru/culture/obyavleny_nominanty_festivalya_russkiy_rim_v_2019_godu
https://www.spb.kp.ru/daily/27043.4/4107516/
https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/persons/ballet/437/ — /
https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/persons/ballet/437/ — /
https://otr-online.ru/news/v-moskve-zavershilsya-chetvertyy-festival-muzykalnyh-teatrov-videt-muzyku-139084.html
http://muzlifemagazine.ru/vperedsmotryashhie/
https://artmoskovia.ru/na-zakrytii-festivalya-videt-muzyku-vruchili-premii-legenda.html
https://www.quartettovicenza.org/it/voci-olimpiche/ 
https://common.skolkovo.ru/event/speakers-nights/urin/?utm_source=school_fb_event_urin
https://www.facebook.com/skolkovo/videos/2511213735790671/
https://www.facebook.com/skolkovo/videos/2511213735790671/
https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/performances/198/ 
https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/performances/198/roles/#20171022180000
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The first event of Bolshoi In Cinema — live screen-
ing of Raymonda from the Historic Stage music by Al-
exander Glazunov with choreography by Yuri Grigor-
ovich (version of 2003) which took place on October 27 
this year -will be available in a recording on Russian 
and world screens from December 1.

The nearest live screening on January 26 is Giselle 
music by Adam in the new version by Alexei Ratmansky 
(choreography by Jean Coralli, Jules Perrot, Marius Peti-
pa; the premiere was at the Historic Stage on November 
21, 2019.)

More than 3.5 million spectators in 70 countries 
of the world have seen Bolshoi productions within this 
project.

For cinemas and booking
See TheatreHD website 
and Pathé Live website (Russia and worldwide)
Livestreams of the theatre cinema season 2019/20

Ekaterina Krysanova as Medora, Igor Tsvirko as Conrad,
Le Corsaire in cinemas from November 17

The comment by the Bolshoi Ballet director Makhar Vasiev
in the First Channel report: 

The exhibits include photos of Victor Barykin
in various roles performed by him during his work

at the Bolshoi

November 11 — December 25, the foyer of the New 
Stage — an exhibition to the 65th birthday and 45th ca-
reer anniversary of Merited Artist of the RSFSR Victor 
Barykin.

Victor Barykin was born in Moscow. Graduated from 
Moscow Ballet School in 1973 (class of Leonid Zhdanov). 
In 1974-1991 he was a Bolshoi Ballet soloist. In 1991-1995 
worked in London City Ballet. Ballet master-repetiteur 
of the Bolshoi since 1995.

Press
analysis:
Russian mass media

Ballet Giselle — the first Bolshoi Ballet premiere 
of the244 season — is the focus of federal media, news 
agencies and online publications. 

https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/performances/63/
https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/performances/7095/
https://www.theatrehd.ru/en/moscow/films/le-corsaire
https://www.pathelive.com/le-corsaire-19-20
https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/about/relays/
https://www.1tv.ru/news/2019-11-21/376097-bolshoy_teatr_predstavlyaet_novuyu_versiyu_klassicheskogo_baleta_zhizel_v_redaktsii_alekseya_ratmanskogo?utm_source=yxnews&utm_medium=desktop&utm_referrer=https%3A%2F%2Fyandex.ru%2Fnews 
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RIA Novosti 
Teatral
Rossiiskaya Gazeta 
Izvestia 
Harpers Bazaar 
OK magazine

TASS quotes the production’s director Alexei Rat-
mansky: “This is an old performance we are re-staging 
with modern instruments — new performers, bodies, 
technology. Time flows tenfold faster nowadays than be-
fore. We are not trying to restore a museum exhibit. In 
our rehearsals, we are looking for a natural existence 
and motivation that is clear for modern performers.” 

However, Ratmansky did not support the common 
belief about technique progressing. “My experience 
shows that it is not so, and many things are very diffi-
cult to perform. Meticulousness, quickness, batterie 
and footwork are gone. For many years the emphasis 
was on large, impressive, nearly circus-like movements 
the dancer had to rest from in between, and now it hap-
pens that technical ligature where everything is filled 
with movement has been very much thinned out,” the 
choreographer noted.

VGTRK material about the final preparations
to the premiere of Giselle 

Ekaterina Shipulina as Myrtha.
Photo of the ballerina in Instagram 

Dmitry Vdovin in the programme
Personality Cult on MIR TV channelFirst Channel 

Rossia-1
Rossia-Kultura 
Makhar Vaziev, head ot the Bolshoi Ballet: “Any ver-

sion of a classical ballet has its time limits. Then the 
time comes and the wish appears to turn to the produc-
tion once again, to rethink it and maybe find its artistic 
value anew.”

Mir 24 
Dozhd TV 
TV Centr

Central media continue to cover the 10th anniversa-
ry of the Bolshoi Youth Opera Program

Its founder and artistic director, Merited Artist of 
the RF Dmitry Vdovin “told us how it al began, what an 
artist can be taught, and what a professional singer is” 
in his exclusive interview to MIR TV channel.

The online publication Binocular offers its readers 
the interview with the head of the Bolshoi Youth Opera 
Program Dmitry Vdovin. Katerina Novikova asks ques-
tions to the famous tutor.

The speaker of the programme Art-Venue Konstan-
tin Korolkov talked to the head of the Bolshoi press of-

https://ria.ru/20191121/1561193421.html?utm_source=yxnews&utm_medium=desktop&utm_referrer=https%3A%2F%2Fyandex.ru%2Fnews
http://www.teatral-online.ru/news/25655/?utm_source=yxnews&utm_medium=desktop&utm_referrer=https%3A%2F%2Fyandex.ru%2Fnews
https://rg.ru/2019/11/21/v-bolshom-teatre-projdet-premera-novoj-zhizeli.html
https://iz.ru/944851/2019-11-21/v-bolshom-teatre-sostoitsia-premera-baleta-zhizel-v-novoi-redaktcii
https://bazaar.ru/bazaar-art/diary/kultgid-chem-zanyatsya-s-21-po-24-noyabrya/
http://www.ok-magazine.ru/style/afisha/98482-samye-vazhnye-baletnye-premery-do-konca-goda#section
https://tass.ru/kultura/7157383?utm_source=yxnews&utm_medium=desktop&utm_referrer=https%3A%2F%2Fyandex.ru%2Fnews
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BN7IJ_E4euk 
https://www.instagram.com/p/B5E6HeCJbwG/
https://mir24.tv/news/16385580/dmitrii-vdovin-lyublyu-svoyu-professiyu-za-chudesa-eksklyuziv
https://www.1tv.ru/news/2019-11-21/376097-bolshoy_teatr_predstavlyaet_novuyu_versiyu_klassicheskogo_baleta_zhizel_v_redaktsii_alekseya_ratmanskogo?utm_source=yxnews&utm_medium=desktop&utm_referrer=https%3A%2F%2Fyandex.ru%2Fnews
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BN7IJ_E4euk
https://tvkultura.ru/article/show/article_id/352781?utm_source=yxnews&utm_medium=desktop&utm_referrer=https%3A%2F%2Fyandex.ru%2Fnews
https://mir24.tv/news/16386774/eshche-odna-zhizel-v-bolshom-budut-idti-dve-versii-baleta-adana?utm_source=yxnews&utm_medium=desktop&utm_referrer=https%3A%2F%2Fyandex.ru%2Fnews
https://tvrain.ru/teleshow/vechernee_shou/meldonij_dlja_balerin-497766/?utm_source=yxnews&utm_medium=desktop&utm_referrer=https%3A%2F%2Fyandex.ru%2Fnews
https://www.tvc.ru/news/show/id/172961/?utm_source=yxnews&utm_medium=desktop&utm_referrer=https%3A%2F%2Fyandex.ru%2Fnews
https://mir24.tv/news/16385580/dmitrii-vdovin-lyublyu-svoyu-professiyu-za-chudesa-eksklyuziv
https://www.binoculars-travel.ru/dmitry-vdovin-interview/
https://www.radiorus.ru/brand/62924/?utm_source=search&utm_campaign=autocomplete
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fice Katerina Novikova about the importance of screen-
ings of the Bolshoi ballets in cinemas around the world 
and the 10th anniversary of the Bolshoi cooperation 
with Pathé.

Apollo magazine publishes a vast and richly illus-
trated interview by Katerina Novikova with Svetlana 
Zakharova (photos by Vladimir Fridkes.) Also in the lat-
est edition — an article Zizi I Love You (the love story 
of the outstanding 20th century choreographer Roland 
Petit and his irreplaceable muse, wife and comrade-in-
arms, etoile of French ballet Zizi Jeanmaire.) 

Printed and scanned versions of the magazine are 
available upon request at the press office of the theatre.

member in 2009-12), writer Leonid Yuzefovich, transla-
tor Julian Henry Lowenfeld, director of Vatican muse-
ums Barbara Yatta, and other culture and art profes-
sionals.

The international award Russian Rome, estab-
lished in memory of the famous Roman salons of Zi-
naida Volkonskaya, is bestowed for the contribution 
to promotion of Russian culture abroad; the ceremony 
takes place in the historic Palazzo Poli, Fontana di Trevi 
links on to its façade. It was here that in the 19th cen-
tury writers and artists, composers and philosophers 
from Russia and Europe gathered at the Russian noble 
woman’s salon.

The laureates were announced earlier by:
Argumenty i Fakty
Komsomolskaya Pravda
and other sources.

Kommersant-Ogonyok reports about the perfor-
mance of Ivan the Terrible by Prokofiev at Zaryadye Con-
cert Hall by Bolshoi Opera singers: “Prokofiev was the 
first composer in the world who wrote music following 
the exact - by seconds - time-tracking of film shot events. 
The resulting work (music + film) was magnificent. The 
authors received Stalin Prize for the first episode (1942). 

Apollo magazine publishes a number
of materials dedicated to ballet

The exhibition Teatr.Rus, timed to the 125th anniversary
of the foundation of the Bakhrushin Theatre Museum,

is open at the New Manege in Moscow till January 8
(free admission.) Photo/Buro 24/7

Media report the Bolshoi Ballet leading soloist Ja-
copo Tissi receiving the Russian Rome Award in Italian 
capital “for promotion and development of Russian 
classical ballet.”

TASS
Rossiiskaya Gazeta
Russky Mir Foundation website
and other media.

The list of laureates also includes the renowned 
Italian theatre and ballet professional Daniele Cipriani, 
Aleksha Bhattacharya who opened the only Russian bal-
let school in India, singer Svetlana Kasyan (Bolshoi YOP 

https://aif.ru/culture/obyavleny_nominanty_festivalya_russkiy_rim_v_2019_godu
https://www.spb.kp.ru/daily/27043.4/4107516/
https://www.kommersant.ru/doc/4140786
https://www.buro247.ru/news/culture/7-nov-2019-russian-theatre-history-exhibition.htm
https://tass.ru/kultura/7095519
https://rg.ru/2019/11/08/v-italii-obiavili-laureatov-festivalia-russkij-rim-2019.html
https://russkiymir.ru/news/264837/
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Yet in the second one (Conspiracy of Boyars) Stalin saw 
too many parallels to his regime. It was released only in 
1958 ... Tugan Sokhiev performed this work in 2013 with 
the German Symphony Orchestra.

Rossiiskaya Gazeta
Moscow Major and Administration official website
and other sources.

Media also continue to cover the premiere series 
of Svetlana Zakharova’s new programme Modanse (two 
one-act ballets Come Un Respiro and Gabrielle Chanel) 
at the Historic Stage on November 26 and 27. 

Moskva 24
Instyle
Online fashion publication Buro 24/7

Dinara Alieva debuted at Paris National Opera, — a 
very large amount of material by Igor Koryabin on spe-
cialised opera online publication Belcanto.ru, — about 
Madame Butterfly as well as about the so hotly rejected 
direction by Bob Wilson. The critic was lucky to see the 
performances with the participation of the singer at 
Opera Bastille on October 26 and 29. 

“... Last season a truly sensational concert perfor-
mance of this opera took place in Moscow within Dinara 
Alieva’s 3rd International Musical Festival Opera Art, 
and it was the first time the singer touched this role 
that is so daring for her. That impressive ‘probing ac-
tion’ has become the precursor of the grand scenic de-
but of Dinara Alieva at the Opera Bastille. /…/”

of Prince Igor in cinemas, on Mezzo and Culturebox 
on November 17, and later it will be shown on French TV.

Gazeta Kultura offers an interview with Vladimir 
Yaroslavtsev, the Bolshoi prompter, about the ins and 
outs of his work (Believe the Prompt):

“In Soviet time there was a popular joke behind the 
stage — the prompter is like a spy: both work quietly, 
under sub-par conditions, and both should not blow 
their cover. Today we often hear that the profession of 
a prompter is dying. ... ‘Academic vocal’ requires serious 
education from the prompter too, you cannot get to the 
position of the ‘opera prompter’ from any other theatre 
shop. 

Vladimir Yaroslavtsev: “A prompter in an opera 
house is maestro’s first assistant, we are often called 
assistant directors. ... I came in 1971 and stayed for 48 
years, four generations of soloists have come and gone 
already.”

Regional media report about a charity concert ded-
icated to National Artist of Russia, the Bolshoi conduc-
tor Fuat Mansurov (1928 —2010). 

The concert In Memory of Fuat Mansurov was held 
at the Novy Opera theatre in Moscow, the participants 
included National Artist Vladimir Matorin, the Bolshoi 
Opera soloist Bekhzod Davronov, the 1st prize winner of 
Tchaikovsky International Competition Maria Barakova.

Kazanskie Vedomosti
Tatar-Inform
AiF Kazan
Sut Sobytii (Tatarstan)
Fuat Mansurov conducted operas, ballets and sym-

phonic music for more than 40 years (1969-2010). He 
staged the operas Semyon Kotko by Prokofiev, Rigoletto 
and Il Trovatore by Verdi, L’heure espagnole by Ravel, 
ballets Romeo and Juliet to music by Berlioz, Macbeth 
by Molchanov and many others.

Fuat Mansurov — A Unique Person And Conductor 
on the Bolshoi website.

Dinara Alieva as Cio-Cio San in Madame Butterfly
by Robert Wilson at Paris National Opera.

Photo /Belcanto.ru

National Artist of Russia Fuat Mansurov.
Photo / Muzykalnoe Obozrenie

November 25 a preview, November 28 a premiere 
of Prince Igor by Borodin at Opera Basille. Director — 
Barrie Kosky, Set Designer — Rufus Didwiszus. Ildar Ab-
drazakov sings Prince Igor. There was a live screening 

https://rg.ru/2019/11/17/dzhozef-kallejia-spoet-v-moskve-ariiu-maltijskogo-gostia.html
https://www.mos.ru/news/item/65371073/
https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/performances/77661/
https://www.m24.ru/news/kultura/19112019/97356
https://instyle.ru/lifestyle/affiche/noyabr-v-moskve-11-samykh-interesnykh-sobytiy-mesyatsa/
https://www.buro247.ru/news/culture/14-nov-2019-svetlana-zakharova-chanel-ballet.html
https://www.belcanto.ru/19111801.html
https://www.operadeparis.fr/en/season-19-20/opera/madama-butterfly
http://portal-kultura.ru/articles/god-teatra/296831-podskazannomu-verit/
https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/persons/people/2456/
https://kazved.ru/article/99794.aspx
https://www.tatar-inform.ru/news/2019/11/13/668299/
https://kazan.aif.ru/society/details/pevica_alsu_s_docheryu_pomogli_sobrat_dlya_kazanskogo_hospisa_1_5_mln_rubley
https://argumentiru.com/culture/2019/11/506256
https://www.bolshoi.ru/about/press/articles/memory/5269/?sphrase_id=88317
https://www.belcanto.ru/19111801.html
https://www.operadeparis.fr/en/season-19-20/opera/prince-igor
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Press
analysis:
international mass media

International media cover the premiere of the bal-
let Giselle choreographed by Alexei Ratmansky. 

The New York Times publishes a big review by Ros-
lyn Sulcas (three photos by Damir Yusupov): “Alexei Rat-
mansky’s enthralling reconstruction pays attention to 
dramatic detail and to every nuance of choreographic 
phrasing.” “Mr. Ratmansky’s Giselle, would be entirely 
recognizable to anyone who has seen the ballet. It does 
not pretend to be an authentic re-creation of the original 
in its content or aesthetic; extensions are 21st — century 
high, and notwithstanding small touches,” “there is no 
exaggerated Romantic style modelled after paintings 

Swiss manufacturer Audemars Piguet issued a 
new model of watch Audemars Piguet in honour of 10 
years of partnering with the Bolshoi Theatre, Russian 
Forbes reports. 

“According to Audemars Piguet, Moscow has en-
tered the new millennium in 2019. Accompanied by the 
polonaise prom from Tchaikovsky’s Eugene Onegin in 
the Imperial Foyer of the Bolshoi Theatre, the chairman 
of the directorial board of the Swiss company, repre-
sentative of the factory owners-founders family of the 
4th generation Jasmine Audemars and the head of their 
Russian office Georgy Osorgin presented a limited edi-
tion of Сode 11.59 by Audemars Piguet with an automatic 
winding mechanism. The watch in honour of the Bolshoi 
has a white gold case, a blue enamel dial-plate and an 
engraved logo of the Bolshoi Theatre. There are only 99 
of the model issued — as many as the age difference 
between the Bolshoi (1776) and Audemars Piguet (1875).

A new model of watch Code 11.59
by Audemars Piguet Bolshoi in honour of 10 years

of partnering with the Bolshoi Theatre. Photo /Forbes

and lithographs of the day. But his judicious choices of 
dramatic detail, his attention to every nuance of cho-
reographic phrasing and his incorporation of original 
mime passages throughout the work make for an unu-
sually coherent narrative in which the Bolshoi dancers 
look fully engaged.”

Amadeus magazine publishes a very large amount 
of material about the new version of the ballet. Valenti-
na Bonelli reveals important details of the ballet and 
the staging process to her readers...

The online specialised dance news publication 
Dance Tabs publishes a review by Marina Harss of the 
premiere on 21 November of Alexei Ratmansky’s new 
version of Giselle for the Bolshoi giving the show four 
stars out of five. 

“What has emerged from this process is a Giselle 
that is both familiar and new. Watching it on opening 
night and on the following evening, with different casts, 
was like seeing a faded painting regain its colours. The 
choreography and characters had been re-considered 
from various angles, honed, sculpted. Unlike his Sleep-
ing Beauty and La Bayadère, the results didn’t feel radi-
cally new. But the characters emerged with engaging 
clarity, as did the relationships between them.” “The 
production’s chief characteristic is balance and a lack 
of indulgence, in the designs as in the choreography 
and performances, but also in the musical setting. The 
tempi are brisk, the characterizations clear and legible 
and touching.” “The sum total of all these changes pre-
sents an immense challenge to the dancers. New steps, 
new tempi, re-imagined characters. Both casts I saw ac-
quitted themselves well, as did the company as a whole. 
Ekaterina Krysanova, who led the second cast on Nov. 
22, was more vivid, with a hungry jump and a natural-
ness that suited the role of Giselle particularly well.”

The Spanish online specialised dance news pub-
lication Danza Ballet (according to TASS) reports: “The 
Bolshoi Theatre will present a new version of Giselle 
choreographed by Alexei Ratmansky from November 21 
to 24 on the historical stage.” 

International online publications announce the 
upcoming screenings of Bolshoi Ballet live performanc-
es in cinemas across the world. The live screening of The 
Nutcracker ballet is in the focus of media 

The Phoenix New Times (USA) 
Wisscaset Newspaper (USA) 
Penobscot Bay Pilot (USA) 
Island’s Sounder (USA) 
20minutes.fr (France) announces screenings of the 

Bolshoi’s Nutcracker in local cinemas.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/11/22/arts/dance/giselle-bolshoi-review.html
https://www.forbes.ru/forbeslife/387319-bolshoy-teatr-otschityvaet-vremya-po-novomu
https://www.forbes.ru/forbeslife/387319-bolshoy-teatr-otschityvaet-vremya-po-novomu
https://www.forbes.ru/forbeslife/387319-bolshoy-teatr-otschityvaet-vremya-po-novomu
https://amadeusmagazine.it/rubriche-trendance/giselle-ratmansky-teatro-bolsoj/
https://dancetabs.com/2019/11/bolshoi-ballet-giselle-ratmansky-premiere-moscow/
https://www.danzaballet.com/el-teatro-bolshoi-mostrara-giselle-editado-por-alexei-ratmansky/
https://www.phoenixnewtimes.com/arts/twelve-holiday-film-screenings-around-the-valley-11394838
https://www.wiscassetnewspaper.com/article/holiday-theater-and-concerts/127104
https://www.penbaypilot.com/article/mid-november-strand-updates-include-films-live-shows-broadcasts/127178
https://www.islandssounder.com/life/holiday-traditions-at-orcas-center-bring-a-festive-spirit-to-the-islands/
https://www.20minutes.fr/arts-stars/cinema/2648807-20191111-casse-noisette-bolchoi-2019
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The French online culture news publication Un-
idivers (France) announces: the Bolshoi Orchestra and 
Choir will perform Tchaikovsky’s Mazeppa as part of Les 
Grands Interpretes at the Halle aux Grains on 10 March 
2020. “Large epic fresco on the background of love and 
tragedy Mazeppa, Tchaikovsky’s seventh opera is part 
of the tradition of the great Russian historical opera.”

David Motta Soares was given the Brazilian nation-
al award — the Tiradentes Medal, Brazilian news publi-
cation Jornal Tijucas reports. The awards ceremony will 
be announced later. Tiradentes (1746 – 1792) — the na-
tional hero of Brazil, he fought for independence, elimi-
nation of classes and privileges, colonial taxes, equality 
of all before the law.

French online news publication Actu.ru publishes 
an article about concerts of the National Orchestra of 
Capitole de Toulouse under the baton of Tugan Sokh-
iev — Happy Hour.

Local newspaper Boothbay Register (USA) 
Online news publication Verde News.com (Arizona, 

USA) announces screenings of the Bolshoi’s Le Corsaire 
in local cinemas.

Westchester Magazine (NY, USA) announces the 
upcoming screening of the Bolshoi’s Raymonda in local 
cinemas

The English language Chinese news publication 
China Daily publishes an article by Chen Nan who 
reports “The Bolshoi Ballet in Cinema will broadcast 
its timeless classics and audience favourites, including 
Le Corsaire, Swan Lake and Giselle.” To be screened in 
cinemas in Chinese cities.”

The online specialised opera news publication Op-
era Wire publishes a large interview with international 
opera star Venera Gimadieva about how she balances her 
career with being a mother. She mentions, “Everything 
is connected to how we were taught. Russian education 
is often spartan but it makes us, who survived, stronger. 
Also, as opera is becoming more and more demanding, 
singing is expected to be more sophisticated. And it’s 
definitely an advantage to have the stamina.” 

The UK newspaper The Guardian asks its readers 
think about if ballet has a race problem and should 
such ballets as La Bayadere and Petrushka leave stage 
due to these questions. Dance critic Lyndsey Winship 
in her resonant article with the title Blackface and Fu 
Manchu Moustaches writes: “From the Chinese scene in 
Nutcracker to the Moor in Petrushka, are some ballets 
now offensively outdated? We ask big names in dance if 
they should be preserved, changed — or binned.” The ar-
ticle includes among others a photo of Anton Savichev 
as the Moor in Edward Clug’s production of Petrushka 
for the Bolshoi. 

Anton Savichev as the Moor,
Petrushka by Edward Clug.

Photo by Elena Fetisova

Actu.fr

The French newspaper Le Depeche publishes an 
interview by Anne Marie Chouchan with Tugan Sokh-
iev. He mentions: “The Franco-Russian festival contin-
ues, in partnership with Great Performers. We have 
thus created musical relations between the two coun-
tries. Toulouse is rich in musical and cultural interest. 
In March, the Bolshoi Orchestra and Choir will be heard 
in a rare operatic work: Mazeppa by Tchaikovsky.”

The Cyprus English language online news publica-
tion In-Cyprus publishes an article by Praxia Aresti who 
announces performances in Cyprus of The Nutcracker 
with “Aleksandr Smolianinov — Soloist of Bolshoi Thea-
tre, Prize Winner of Moscow International Competition” 
on 6 December.

https://www.unidivers.fr/rennes/orch-et-choeur-du-theatre-bolchoi-de-russie-tchaikovski-mazeppa-les-grands-interpretes-toulouse-2020-03-10/
https://www.unidivers.fr/rennes/orch-et-choeur-du-theatre-bolchoi-de-russie-tchaikovski-mazeppa-les-grands-interpretes-toulouse-2020-03-10/
http://jornaltijucas.com.br/geral/assembleia-do-rio-aprova-homenagem-para-primeiro-bailarino-do-bolshoi/
https://actu.fr/occitanie/toulouse_31555/toulouse-happy-hour-chef-tugan-sokhiev-concert-evenement-dans-ville-rose_29171746.html
https://www.boothbayregister.com/article/theaters/127006
https://knox.villagesoup.com/p/le-corsaire-presented-as-bolshoi-ballet-broadcast-nov-17/1839832
http://www.westchestermagazine.com/Westchester-Magazine/Calendar/index.php/name/Raymonda-The-Bolshoi-Ballet-in-HD/event/53384/
http://global.chinadaily.com.cn/a/201911/11/WS5dc8c93aa310cf3e35576921.html
https://operawire.com/q-a-soprano-venera-gimadieva-on-balancing-her-profession-motherhood/
https://operawire.com/q-a-soprano-venera-gimadieva-on-balancing-her-profession-motherhood/
https://www.theguardian.com/stage/2019/nov/20/fu-manchu-moustaches-blackface-does-ballet-have-a-race-problem
https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/performances/7038/
https://actu.fr/occitanie/toulouse_31555/toulouse-happy-hour-chef-tugan-sokhiev-concert-evenement-dans-ville-rose_29171746.html
https://www.ladepeche.fr/2019/11/08/tugan-sokhiev-a-la-halle-aux-grains-je-nai-jamais-pense-faire-carriere-je-nai-rien-planifie,8530156.php
https://in-cyprus.com/the-nutcracker-famous-classical-ballet/
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The online specialised entertainment news publica-
tion Broadway World announces on 7 and 8 December a 
triple bill at the London Coliseum, the UK premiere of 
Edward Clug’s Radio and Juliet set to the music of Radio-
head and performed by English National Ballet First Solo-
ist Katja Khaniukova and Principal of the Mariinsky Bal-
let Denis Matvienko. Sidi Larbi Cherkaoui’s ‘Faun’ (2009), 
a re-make of Nijinsky’s classic ‘L’après Midi d’un Faune’ 
(1912) has become a true contemporary classic on its own 
and will be performed by two of the Bolshoi’s finest Prin-
cipals: Anastasia Stashkevich and Vaycheslav Lopatin. 
And with the world premiere of ‘McGregor + Mugler’, a 
contemporary ballet choreographed by Royal Ballet Res-
ident Choreographer Wayne McGregor, art directed and 
designed by legendary creator Manfred Thierry Mugler 
and performed by Bolshoi Ballet Prima Ballerina Olga 
Smirnova and Royal Ballet Principal Edward Watson.”

Italian media report the victory of the Russian con-
tertenor Vadim Volkov in the Baroque Opera Competi-
tion Voci Olimpiche, cover the winners awards ceremony 
in Teatro Olympico in Vicenza and mention the head of 
the Bolshoi YOP Dmitry Vdovin among the jury mem-
bers of this important competition.

Il giornale della musica/GDM
Connessi all’Opera

Broadway World publishes an interview by Gil Kaan 
with the Russian tenor Bogdan Volkov (YOP member in 
2013-15, the Bolshoi Opera soloist in 2016-18) who debuted 
on November 16 as Tamino in The Magic Flute by Barrie 
Kosky in LA Opera.

He says, “In the summer of 2017, I sang Lensky in 
Eugene Onegin on a tour of the Bolshoi Theatre at the 
Aix-en-Provence festival, and Maestro Conlon attended 
that evening” “The most interesting work was in Eu-
gene Onegin by Dmitri Tcherniakov at the Bolshoi. But 
the biggest challenge I have ever had was recently, it 
was also the staging of Dmitri Tcherniakov’s The Tale Of 
Tsar Saltan by Rimsky-Korsakov in La Monnaie De Munt 
on July 2019. I needed to work at 100% of my strength, 
and even open up new reserves of my capabilities.”

Bogdan Volkov on LA Opera website

Broadway World also publishes a review by Maria 
Nockin on The Magic Flute: “The unusual production, 
which involved the appearance of screens reminiscent 
of 1920s silent films, was originally devised by Barrie 
Kosky, Suzanne Andrade, and Paul Barritt for Berlin’s 
Komische Oper.” The review mentions: “A principal so-
loist at the Bolshoi Opera, Bogdan Volkov is a lyric ten-
or with a warm, inviting sound. His Tamino oozed with 
everything that Papageno lacked: spiritual strength, the 
ability to overcome temptation, and an appreciation of 
the finer things in life.”

November edition of the Japanese dance publica-
tion Dance Shinshokan publishes an interview by Anna 
Gordeeva with Svetlana Zakharova about the ballerina’s 
new programme Modanse.

The programme will be presented at London Colise-
um on December 3, 4 and 5.

The heroes of the magazine’s December edition 
include Johan Kobborg, Alina Cojocaru and Sergei Pol-
unin.

Bogdan Volkov as Tamino in The Magic Flute in LA Opera. 
Photo /the singer’s Instagram 

Svetlana Zakharova’s programme in the November
edition of Dance Shinshokan, pp. .85-88

https://www.broadwayworld.com/westend/article/A-Thrilling-Triple-Bill-Comes-To-The-London-Coliseum-20191108
https://www.quartettovicenza.org/it/voci-olimpiche/
https://www.giornaledellamusica.it/news/le-medaglie-doro-delle-olimpiadi-del-canto-barocco
https://www.connessiallopera.it/news/2019/vicenza-teatro-olimpico-finale-e-proclamazione-vincitori-del-concorso-voci-olimpiche/
https://www.broadwayworld.com/los-angeles/article/BWW-Russian-Tenor-Bogdan-Volkov-Tuned-In-On-His-LA-Opera-Debut-in-THE-MAGIC-FLUTE-20191110
https://www.laopera.org/performances/201920-season/the-magic-flute/
https://www.laopera.org/performances/201920-season/the-magic-flute/cast/312/bogdan-volkov
https://www.laopera.org/performances/201920-season/the-magic-flute/
https://londoncoliseum.org/whats-on/modanse-starring-svetlana-zakharova/
https://londoncoliseum.org/whats-on/modanse-starring-svetlana-zakharova/
https://www.shinshokan.co.jp/mag/mag_new.html?SRC_CAT_S_ID=2010010
https://www.instagram.com/bogdan_volkov_tenor/
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Scanned copies of Dance Shinshokan and Dancing 
Times can be consulted at the Bolshoi press office.

Contents

Dutch online opera news publication Opera Gazet  
reviews the Bolshoi’s production of Mieczyslaw Wein-
berg’s Idiot, based on Fyodor Dostojevsky’s novel at a 
performance of the Bolshoi Opera (New Stage) on No-
vember 14, 2019 calling it a show of “ rare intelligence.” 
“Great works are recognised by their dramatic tension. 
Served by a remarkable vocal platform and an elegantly 
effective staging, the representation of Mieczysław 
Weinberg’s Idiot at the Bolshoi is inescapable.” 

The critic gives special credit to Maria Bayankina 
(Nastassya Filippovna) and Yulia Mazurova (Aglaya). 
Seven photos by Damir Yusupov from the Bolshoi web-
site.

Briefly
Digital Opera 2.0, — a festival dedicated to popular-

ising opera through the use of modern, digital technol-
ogy, has just finished its run in St. Petersburg. 

“The festival’s main focus was on the productions 
of Dmitri Tcherniakov, who is one of the most interest-
ing (and widely known) opera directors of our time. Per-
haps, of all the people who have worked on returning 
Russian classics to Europe, he has done the most. Most 
of his productions happen overseas, and the cinematic 
versions are all made in traditions of the genre, which 
adds to the dramatic effect, which makes seeing one of 
his productions truly a unique experience.” sobaka.ru

All films were presented for free by a long time 
partner of Bolshoi Theatre — Bel Air Media. Francois Du-
plat, — Bel Air’s chairman, producer and director, was 
present at the screenings and meetings with visitors...

The exhibition Bolshoi Ballet in the Book of a Paint-
er, officially opened on November 22, 2019, where a series 
of four new books were presented as a common project 
with the Bolshoi Theatre. The exhibition is dedicated to 
classical Russian ballet.

The project included Tchaikovsky’s ballets Swan 
Lake with 23 lithographs of the world famous artist 
Yuri Kuper, The Sleeping Beauty with 19 illustrations 
made by the esteemed artist, stage designer and graph-
ic artist Marina Azizyan, as well as two editions of Aram 
Khachaturian’s Spartacus ballet, with 18 pictures by 
Georgia’s national artist Mania Malazonia and 15 heli-
ogravures byYuri Kuper. Calligraphic scores were made 
by the calligraphy artist Denis Lotarev.

Editions were released in runs of 20-25 units, in-
cluding personalised and numbered versions. 

On November 22, to commemorate the day of the 
Hermitage’s founding and the opening of this exhibi-
tion a concert evening was held, with performances by 
Bolshoi Ballet soloists Maria Vinogradova, Denis Rod-
kin, Eleonora Sevenard and Klim Efimov, along with the 
Symphony Orchestra of St Petersburg conducted by Na-
tional Artist of Russia Sergei Stadler.

Meetings with visitors at Digital Opera 2.0.
Photo /Facebook 

Bolshoi Ballet in the Book of a Painter 

https://www.fujisan.co.jp/product/1617/b/1886270/
https://operagazet.com/recensies-2019/moscou-idiot/
https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/performances/1022
https://www.digitalopera.ru/events/
http://www.sobaka.ru/city/theatre/98685
https://www.digitalopera.ru/people/fransua_djuplja/
https://www.digitalopera.ru/people/fransua_djuplja/
https://www.hermitagemuseum.org/wps/portal/hermitage/what-s-on/temp_exh/2019/rarebook/!ut/p/z0/fY2xDoIwFEW_xaGjeQ9MII4NcSiG4GJS32KKqVCQFmqj8PeCg6PbvTcn5wKBBLLqZWoVjLPqsfQLJdeS8yTaZZiX4pgiL6PzQaQiPokUcqD_wGIw7TgSB7o5G_QUQDba9yaoWjP8bjYw1FNjKrPePhkG3Q_OKz8zjDHaM1yyrpzrVl3si6yogQYVmq2xdwdyhUD-oKGjan7zzQdfMqqP/
https://www.hermitagemuseum.org/wps/portal/hermitage/what-s-on/temp_exh/2019/rarebook/!ut/p/z0/fY2xDoIwFEW_xaGjeQ9MII4NcSiG4GJS32KKqVCQFmqj8PeCg6PbvTcn5wKBBLLqZWoVjLPqsfQLJdeS8yTaZZiX4pgiL6PzQaQiPokUcqD_wGIw7TgSB7o5G_QUQDba9yaoWjP8bjYw1FNjKrPePhkG3Q_OKz8zjDHaM1yyrpzrVl3si6yogQYVmq2xdwdyhUD-oKGjan7zzQdfMqqP/
https://www.digitalopera.ru/
https://www.hermitagemuseum.org/wps/portal/hermitage/what-s-on/temp_exh/2019/rarebook/!ut/p/z0/fY2xDoIwFEW_xaGjeQ9MII4NcSiG4GJS32KKqVCQFmqj8PeCg6PbvTcn5wKBBLLqZWoVjLPqsfQLJdeS8yTaZZiX4pgiL6PzQaQiPokUcqD_wGIw7TgSB7o5G_QUQDba9yaoWjP8bjYw1FNjKrPePhkG3Q_OKz8zjDHaM1yyrpzrVl3si6yogQYVmq2xdwdyhUD-oKGjan7zzQdfMqqP/
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During the conversation, amongst other things, 
Laurent Hilaire talks about his perspectives concern-
ing further cooperation with MAMT, tells about his view 
of the Bolshoi’s ballet Nureyev (“it’s an homage to him, 
made very cleverly and well”), and touches upon his 
view of art and his chosen profession.

November 16 and 21, Mariinsky Concert hall —
Vladimir Varnava’s new ballet Daphnis and Chloe to 
music by Maurice Ravel. 

The premiere covered by:
TASS
Vecherny Peterburg
Teatral
Fontanka.Ru

The 10th International Art Festival Diaghilev P. 
S. was held in St. Petersburg

International Art Festival Diaghilev P.S. Anniversa-
ry. Guide in online ballet magazine La Personne

La Personne 

On September 21 soprano Xenia Dezhneva (in 2016, 
she debuted at the Bolshoi as Barbarina in Mozart’s The 
Marriage of Figaro), Bolshoi Opera soloist, mezzo-sopra-
no Yulia Mazurova (the YOP member in 2012-14) and the 
YOP member (from September 2108) David Posulikhin 
performed in the concert programme Russia — Italy, at 
the Diplomatic Hall of the Kremlin Palace, opening of a 
whole cycle of evenings called Opera And The Like.

Profile  Metro

Moskovsky Komsomolets offers an interview with 
the trainer of the Stanislavsky and Nemirovich-Danchen-
ko Moscow Academic Music Theatre ballet company – 
“Nureyev’s Heir” Laurent Hilaire : “I was given warmth 
and comfort in Moscow”:

— Tell us, Laurent, how do you find it here? /.../
— /.../ My life is very comfortable though, admitted-

ly, I spend most of my time in the theatre. /.../
— Since you’ve began talking about Don Quixote, 

which you staged in the theatre with Nureyev’s chore-
ography, it would be interesting to hear from you what 
kind of person he was. He was your teacher.

— /.../ I immediately knew that he was an outstand-
ing person. Of course, he had his shortcomings, and at 
times he’d make mistakes. I make sure not to idolize 
him. I learned much thanks to him. For example: how to 
manage a troupe... but it’s impossible for us today to do 
what he did back then; much has changed, and society 
has changed too. All in all, despite my reverence for him, 
I don’t see him as the ideal in my daily life. /.../

Nureyev’s Heir Laurent Hilaire.
Photo by Batyr Annadurdyev/ МК

Gala concert of the 15th musical festival Crescendo 

November 22 — the gala concert of the 15th musical 
festival Crescendo took place in Zaryadye Hall.

This year is the festival is celebrating its anniver-
sary. The concert will be accompanied by the State Aca-
demic Symphony Orchestra of the Russian Federation, 
conducted by Alexander Sladkovsky.

Festival programme

The premiere of the play The White Helicopter took 
place on November 21 in Riga, with Mikhail Baryshnikov 
in the main role. 

Author and director — Alvis Hermanis. The play 
is based on real life events and tells of the mystery of 
the resignation of Pope Benedict XVI (2005 - 2013), also 
known as Joseph Ratzinger.

https://tass.ru/kultura/7132629?
https://vecherka-spb.ru/2019/11/15/istoriya-dafnisa-i-xloi-v-mariinke/
http://www.teatral-online.ru/news/25632/
https://calendar.fontanka.ru/articles/8923
https://www.dp.ru/a/2019/11/14/Irlandskaja_Vesna_japons
https://www.dp.ru/a/2019/11/14/Irlandskaja_Vesna_japons
https://www.lapersonne.com/post/djagilev-p-s/
https://www.lapersonne.com/post/djagilev-p-s/
https://www.lapersonne.com/post/djagilev-p-s/
https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/persons/people/3104/
https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/persons/opera/2383/
https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/persons/opera/3751/
https://kremlin-kassa.com/events/577/1529/
https://profile.ru/news/culture/music/21-noyabrya-v-moskve-projdyot-koncert-puteshestvie-iz-italii-v-rossiyu-193241/
https://www.metronews.ru/novosti/russia/reviews/pevica-kseniya-dezhneva-klassika-mozhet-byt-legkoy-1611842/
https://www.mk.ru/culture/2019/11/15/naslednik-nureeva-loran-iler-v-moskve-menya-priyutili-prigreli.html
https://www.mk.ru/culture/2019/11/15/naslednik-nureeva-loran-iler-v-moskve-menya-priyutili-prigreli.html
https://zaryadyehall.com/afisha/zaradys/gala-kontsert-xv-muzykalnogo-festivalya-crescendo/
https://zaryadyehall.com/afisha/zaradys/gala-kontsert-xv-muzykalnogo-festivalya-crescendo/
http://crescendofestival.com/schedule/220.htm
https://www.jrt.lv/baltais-helikopters
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The exhibition will run until the 26th of January 
2020.

A children’s dance centre was opened in St Peters-
burg with an international gala concert. The school 
is a part of the same system that includes Eifman’s 
Children’s Dance Academy and the general education 
school that’s available to its students, Izvestiya reports. 

“This ballet cluster almost takes up an entire block 
of the Petrogradskaya district. The Children’s Theatre of 
Dance was built specifically for our students, so that 
children could perform on a well equipped stage in 
front of a crowd of 500 people. We plan on introducing 
festivals, competitions and show ballet performanc-
es. There will be a strong artistic lifestyle.” — says Boris 
Eifman.

The institution opening covered by:
RT
Rossia-K
Teatral
and other media.
The Children’s Theatre of Dance in VK

Teatr
RBK
Mikhail Baryshnikov plays Pope Benedict XVI in 

Alvis Hermanis’ new production The White Helicopter.

Photo /Facebook

Mariss Jansons

Daguerreotype, Autochrome, Polaroid. 1/1 

The Pushkin State Museum of Fine Arts presents 
the exhibition Daguerreotype, Autochrome, Polaroid. 1/1, 
dedicated to 180 years since photography was invented. 
Unique examples of three rare technologies in the histo-
ry of art are demonstrated, which not only allowed finer 
printing, but more importantly were the first of its kind: 
the first photographic image, the first coloured photo-
graph, the first instant print. 

The exhibition is made up of 115 unique works, which 
are taken from museums in France, Austria and Russia. 
Amongst the authors are: Louis Daguerre, Sergei Levist-
ki, Léon Gimpel, Antonen Personna, Stephen Shore and 
Helmut Newton.

Sad news 
Sad news came from St Petersburg.

The Bolshoi Theater, along with the whole musical 
world, deeply mourns the demise Mariss Jansons — an 
outstanding conductor, one of the best musicians of out 
time.

We are deeply shocked by the news of the great 
Maestro’s death. An immense talent, capable of creat-
ing own unique sound, a Musician with a capital M, he 
carried the Leningrad school of conductors’ tradition 
tradition through time and geegraphy. He remained no-

https://iz.ru/945448/evgenii-avramenko/malenkie-printcessy-v-sankt-peterburge-poiavilsia-detskii-teatr-tantca
https://iz.ru/945448/evgenii-avramenko/malenkie-printcessy-v-sankt-peterburge-poiavilsia-detskii-teatr-tantca
https://russian.rt.com/nopolitics/news/689504-eifman-tanec-teatr-otkrytie
https://tvkultura.ru/article/show/article_id/351967/
http://www.teatral-online.ru/news/25514/
https://vk.com/eifmandtt
http://oteatre.info/mihail-baryshnikov-sygraet-v-novom-rizhskom-teatre-papu-benedikta-xvi/
https://style.rbc.ru/impressions/5c9b34209a79471b11544175
https://www.pushkinmuseum.art/events/archive/2019/exhibitions/photography/index.php in Pushkin State Museum of Fine Arts 
https://www.pushkinmuseum.art/events/archive/2019/exhibitions/photography/index.php
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ble and dignified bothe on stage and in his life. Mariss 
Jansons was a uniquely gifted conductor and an excep-
tional man. His departure is truly an irredeemable loss 
for the whole world of music. Our heartfelt condolences 
go out to Irina, Ilona, to all his family and friends. We 
are mourning with you.

Vladimir Urin
Tugan Sokhiev
Team of the Bolshoi Theater of Russia

The Mariinsky Theatre sends its condolences to 
the friends and family of the oldest soloist of the ballet 
company — Vladimir Lopukhov, who passed away on No-
vember 17 after a long and painful illness. 

The oldest Soviet ballet-master
Fyodor Lopukhov (right)

with his son Vladimir (left), dancer
of Leningrad State Kirov Ballet. 1967.

Photo by Pyotr Manushin / RIA Novosti

Vladimir Lopukhov belongs to the oldest dynas-
ty of ballet performers in St Petersburg. He was born on 
November 23, 1943, in Orenburg, in the family of Fyodor 
Lopukhov — a Russian and Soviet ballet dancer, who 

was also a choreographer, teacher and a National Artist 
of the RSFSR. 

Vladimir began working in the Kirov Ballet compa-
ny in 1964 after graduating from the Vaganova Lenin-
grad Ballet School. He performed roles in the works of 
Russian, Soviet and foreign composers, as well as tak-
ing dance parts in opera performances. He is familiar 
to those that watched The Oresteian Trilogy, Soul Flight 
and Spanish Miniatures.

Vladimir Lopukhov’s passing was reported by:
RIA Novosti
Izvestia
Rossiiskaya Gazeta
МК
Peterburgsky Dnevnik
and more than 50 sources.

Debuts
The Idiot
November 14 and 16 
Mariinsky Opera soloist (since 2019/20 season) Ma-

ria Bayankina, the first performer of the role of Nasta-
sya Philippovna, the winner of international competi-
tions debuted in the role at the Bolshoi

Anastasia Lerman (Bolshoi Opera trainee since 
April 2019) — as Alexandra Epanchina.

Konstantin Artemiev (Bolshoi Opera trainee since 
July 2019) — a Grinder /Grinders.

November 15
Mariinsky Opera soloist (since 2016) bass Andrei 

Serov — debuted at the Bolshoi as Rogozhin (also No-
vember 17)

The Taming of the Shrew
November 19 
Daria Bochkova as the Housekeeper
November 20 
Natalia Filina as the Housekeeper

The Queen of Spades
November 28
Konstantin Artemiev (Bolshoi Opera trainee since 

July 2019) — as the Master of Ceremonies

November 29 
Andrei Potaturin (Bolshoi Opera soloist since April 

2019) — as Prince Yeletsky
Anna Khrapko (soloist of the Bolshoi opera compa-

ny since September 2018) as Prilepa.
National Artist of Russia Irina Dolzhenko — as Gov-

erness.

https://ria.ru/20191118/1561055571.html
https://iz.ru/944343/2019-11-18/umer-stareishii-artist-baleta-mariinskogo-teatra-vladimir-lopukhov
https://rg.ru/2019/11/18/reg-szfo/umer-solist-baleta-mariinskogo-teatra-vladimir-lopuhov.html
https://www.mk.ru/culture/2019/11/18/skonchalsya-stareyshiy-solist-mariinki-vladimir-lopukhov.html
https://spbdnevnik.ru/news/2019-11-18/ushel-iz-zhizni-stareyshiy-solist-mariinskogo-teatra-vladimir-lopuhov
https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/persons/opera/3853/
https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/persons/opera/3853/
https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/persons/opera/3826/
https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/persons/opera/3835/
https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/persons/opera/3862/ 
https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/persons/opera/3862/ 
https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/persons/opera/3835/
https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/persons/opera/3822/
https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/persons/opera/3728/
https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/persons/opera/328/
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Cast
alterations
The Idiot
November 14 and 16 — Nikolai Kazansky sang Ro-

gozhin
November 15 and 17 — Andrei Serov

Il Barbiere di Siviglia
Hulkar Sabirova appeared as Rosina on November 

22, 23 and 25, and Svetlana Moskalenko - on 23 (12:00), 24 
and 26. Anna Aglatova’s debut was postponed.

The Queen of Spades
November 28 and 30 — Eduard Martynyuk replaced 

Yusif Eivazov as Hermann. Maria Lobanova appeared as 
Liza.

November 29 and December 1 — Andrei Potaturin 
debuted as Prince Yeletsky, Stanislav Kuflyuk’s perfor-
mance was canceled. Anna Nechaeva appeared as Liza.

Birthdays
November 12 — Maria Gavrilova, Bolshoi Opera solo-

ist, National Artist of Russia
November 13 — Yuri Baranov, first soloist of the 

Bolshoi Ballet, general producer of MuzArts company 
November 13 — Olga Selivyorstova, the Bolshoi Op-

era soloist (soprano.) 
November 14 — Ekaterina Shipulina, Bolshoi Ballet 

prima ballerina, National Artist of Russia 

November 14 — Ekaterina Geltser (1876-1962), balle-
rina, National Artist of the Republic (1925). Having grad-
uated from the Moscow Ballet School, Ekaterina Geltser 
was inseparably tied to the Bolshoi throughout her cre-
ative career. She served there for about forty years (1894-
1896 and 1898-1935).

November 14 — Leonid Kogan (1924-1982), violinist, 
National Artist of the USSR — 95th anniversary of his 
birth.

November 15 — Brigitte Lefevre, ballerina, choreog-
rapher and tutor for nearly 20 years (1995-2014), director 
of Paris National Opera 

November 15 — Daniel Barenboim, conductor and 
pianist

Ekaterina Shipulina. Photo by Sasha Gusov 

Brigitte Lefevre

Dmitry Shostakovich, Lilian Hochhauser,
David Oistrach at the recording of Shostakovich’s Concert 

No.1 at EMI Studio. Photo from the personal archive
of Lilian and Victor Hochhauser

November 15 — Lilian Hochhauser, British impresa-
rio (b. 1926). The legendary tour organiser (together with 
her husband Victor Hochhauser (1923-2019)) she has 
worked with the Bolshoi since 1963. The collaboration 
continues — in summer 2019, upon Lilian Hochhauser’s 
invitation, the Bolshoi performed on tour in London.
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November 16 — Elena Manistina, Bolshoi Opera solo-
ist, Merited Artist of Russia

November 16 — Vyacheslav Suk (1861-1933), conductor 
and composer, National Artist of the RSFSR. Vyacheslav 
Suk became the head of the Bolshoi Orchestra in 1906 
and remained its chief conductor till the end of his days. 
One of the foyers in the Bolshoi is named after him.

Vyacheslav Suk

In Giselle. Pas de deux interlude.
Photo from the Bolshoi Theatre Museum

Maria Lobanova in the title role in Katerina Izmailova.
Photo by Damir Yusupov

Maya Plisetskaya (November 20, 1925 - May 2, 2015)
and Asaf Messerer (November 19, 1903 – March 7, 1992)

November 19 — Asaf Messerer (1903-1992) — an out-
standing Russian ballet master and ballet dancer, tutor, 
National Artist of the USSR (1976), Bolshoi Ballet soloist in 
1921-1954, one of the artistic dynasty of Plisetsky-Messerer

November 19 — Mikhail Ippolitov-Ivanov (1859-1935), 
composer, conductor, National Artist of the Republic 
(1922) — the 160th anniversary of his birth 

November 20 — the great ballerina Maya Plisetskaya 
(1925-2015)

November 20 — Anastasiya Stashkevich, prima bal-
lerina of the Bolshoi

November 21 — Natalia Makarova, Merited Artist of 
the RSFSR (1969), Kirov Ballet soloist (1959-1970), prima 
ballerina of the American Ballet Theatre (New York) and 
the Royal Ballet (London).

November 22 — Ilze Liepa, National Artist of Russia, 
ballerina. 

November 22 — Maria Lobanova, Bolshoi Opera so-
loist

November 26 — Anton Savichev, Bolshoi Ballet so-
loist

November 28 — Vladimir Nikonov, ballet master of 
the Bolshoi Ballet, National Artist of Russia.
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November 28 — Victor Barykin, ballet master of the 
Bolshoi, Merited Artist of Russia — the 65th birthday

November 28 — Alexander Godunov (1949-1995), bal-
let dancer and film actor, Merited Artist of the RSFSR, 
Bolshoi Ballet soloist (1971-1979), the first performer of 
the role of Tybalt in Romeo and Juliet by Yuri Grigor-
ovich (1979) — the 70th anniversary of his birth 

November 29, 2002 — The New Stage of the Bolshoi 
Theater opened with the premiere of Rimsky-Korsakov’s 
opera The Snow Maiden
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Victor Barykin as Count Albrecht, Giselle.
Photo by Larisa Pedentchuk


